Local converts are very much under the control of their families, facing
pressure from both family members and the local community to recant their
Christian faith. Because religion is part of a family and tribe's identity,
conversion is seen as a betrayal.

Pray for the Persecuted Christians in Qatar

Examples
Violent incidents against Christians are rarely reported. The country is well
policed and, in general, peaceful. However, most incidents targeting Christian
migrant workers go unreported because the victim wants to keep their job.
It's also sometimes difficult to discern whether mistreatment is due to a
worker's Christian faith. However, in general, the faith of non-Muslim migrant
workers, including Christians, leads to extra vulnerability.
Almost all Qatari converts from Islam convert abroad, and the majority of
them do not return to the country out of fear.

Total Population: 2,881,050
Self-Proclaimed Christians: 6% Evangelical Witness: 0.5%
Muslim: 88%

Sharia Law Rules Life and Community
Christians in Qatar, especially converts from Islam to Christianity, remain
under extremely high pressure from the government and society-risking
discrimination, harassment, police monitoring and intimidation. Apostasy is a
crime in Qatar, punishable under criminal law. Even one's family can be
dangerous in a culture that sees conversion as a betrayal. In the Western
Asian country, Islam is seen as the only acceptable faith, and conversion
remains a capital offense. As for church gatherings, while Muslims are free to
worship in public, Christians can only worship in private houses or designated
places.

How Christians Are Suffering
The expatriate and indigenous Christian groups in Qatar are separated from
each other and must be careful when interacting with each other. Christians
with a Muslim background are heavily persecuted; migrant workers who
convert are especially vulnerable. Christian converts are considered apostates
and face discrimination and harassment from society and even risk being killed
by their family. Even their Muslim employers are likely to be a source of
persecution.

Pray for Qatar
' Converts from a migrant background face high pressure and are controlled
by their social environment in labor camps where they live. Even their
employers can be a source of persecution. Both indigenous and migrant
converts risk discrimination, harassment, police monitoring and
intimidation by vigilante groups. Pray these believers will be protected
from attack.
' Conversion from Islam is not officially recognized and is likely to lead to
legal problems in personal status and property matters. Pray that
believers are able to navigate their lives after conversion.
' While Muslims are free to worship in public, non-Muslim religious groups
(Christians) can only worship in private
Remember the prisoners as if chained with them - those who are mistreated
- since you yourselves are in the Body also.
(Hebrews 13:3)

